Insight Cloud Risk Assessment

Ensure safety and resiliency for your cloud environment.

By moving to the cloud, businesses make use of new solutions, platforms, and technologies — which can drive down operational costs and improve efficiency. But the cloud can also introduce new challenges and security risks. Cloud environments are complex, and organizations are often ill-prepared to manage multiple cloud environments with their current legacy tool sets. Having the proper resources to manage, support, and protect their IT ecosystems is key to long-term success.

Common challenges businesses may face when moving to cloud environments include:

- **Limited cloud visibility**
  Limited visibility into usage often results in costly shadow IT and management challenges.

- **Misconfiguration**
  A simple cloud misconfiguration can expose sensitive information causing irreparable damage.

- **Regulatory exposure**
  Scaling businesses often experience a weakened compliance posture as data is scattered across multiple clouds.

Insight’s Cloud Risk Assessment helps businesses identify vulnerabilities in their cloud environments and offers actionable remediation steps to ensure a protected cloud environment.

This collaborative offering takes place over the course of three days, beginning with an initial kickoff meeting to define the project scope and continuing in three core phases:

**Day 1: Kickoff and setup**
- Identify standards and stakeholders.
- Define goals and scope of assessment.
- Outline project roadmap and next steps.

**Day 2: Data collection**
- Data collection runs for 24 hours.

**Day 3: Findings analysis and discussion**
- Run gap analysis report.
- Present findings to key stakeholders.
- Identify tools and process improvements to improve security.
Deliverables to reduce ongoing cloud risk
To help you improve your cloud security posture, we deliver actionable insights and outline next steps as recommended based on key findings. Performing a Cloud Risk Assessment provides your organization with in-depth information, including:

- An executive-level summary of your current cloud environment, identifying security gaps and infrastructure weaknesses
- A prioritized list of actionable recommendations for remediation recommendations
- A beginning framework for roadmap development to kickstart your plan for improved cloud security

Continuing the conversation
In some cases, we may want to engage in follow-up comprehensive risk assessment procedures or extended services related to cloud security. Insight offers a wide portfolio of cloud and security services that include:

- Workload and platform alignment
- Cloud migration, support, and Managed Services
- Cloud data protection and Disaster Recovery (DR) services
- Data governance and compliance services

Cloud Optimization services
Managed Security services
Virtual CISO solutions

Complimentary Cloud Risk Assessment Program Acknowledgement

1. This Complimentary Cloud Risk Assessment Program Acknowledgment ("Acknowledgement") sets forth some important things for you to know about Insight’s role in your participation in the Complimentary Cloud Risk Assessment Program ("Program"). If you do not agree with anything in this Acknowledgment, you should not participate in the Program.

2. The Program is offered and administrated at no cost to you solely by Palo Alto Networks ("Palo Alto"). Insight’s role is to facilitate your participation with Palo Alto and make the process easier and more convenient for you.

3. Your participation in the Program will be subject to your acceptance of Palo Alto’s Acknowledgment for end users of the Program, which will be provided to you before the Program begins. If you do not agree to Palo Alto’s Acknowledgment, you will not be permitted to participate in the Program.

4. Insight does not host or generally need to process your personal data (as that term is generally understood under data privacy law) for your participation in the Program; however, we may require some incidental personal data in the form of business contact data to get you set up. Also, if requested by you, we may provide remote assistance via screenshare during the Program setup and onboarding process. We will hold any information received from you in strict confidence in accordance with applicable law and our Privacy Policy, which is located here: https://www.insight.com/en_US/help/privacy-policy.html.

5. We have no liability to you whatsoever for your participation in the Program. Any issues, problems, claims, losses, or other damages arising out of your participation in the Program must be directed to Palo Alto Networks, and not to Insight.

6. Insight provides no warranty or guarantee regarding any aspect of the Program, including any information, reports, or other deliverables which may be generated from your participation in the Program.
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